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By LAUREN RYAN 

Lately, as if on cue, a lot of 
sanding, painting and repairing 
is being done to many of the 
Victorian houses that line the 
streets of Hackettstown. 

Some of the structures 
date back to the 1800s, and 
their preservation is very 
important to the people who 
live here. 

A common renovation 
technique, aluminmn or vinyl 
siding, however, is out of the 
question. It is against a town 
ordinance to re-side these old 
wooden Victorian homes. 

Three homeowners in 
particular, who are fixing up 
their homes, each have different 
design plans, but are renovating 
for the same reasons. 

David and Sonya Brooks of 
207 Moore Street are currently 
refacing their home. The porch 
has been sanded down to the 
wood, and spackled, with some 
work left to go. 

Mr. Brooks said, "We 
knew it needed some work 
when we bought it, and we 
wanted to preserve its style." 

Delia Fritz, chair of the 
Hackettstown Historic Preser
vation Committee, lives at 407 
Church St. and is in a four-year 

repainting process. "Each year a 
new side gets done," she said. 
The house was built in 1880, 
and has not been painted in 
over a decade. She said, "I think 
it's important to preserve the 
historic integrity of an old 
home, and not to compromise 
the distinctive character of a 
house built in an era long gone 
by covering it with vinyl 
siding." 

Phyllis Ferrell, a resident 
since 1972, is also renovating. 
She recently painted her home 
at 507 Plane St herself for a 
second time, and is now in the 
process of painting her newly
erected porch. Unsure of when 
it was constructed, she found, 
while doing some inside work, 
newspapers from 1895 in the 
walls, giving her an inkling that 
this, too, is one of 
Hackettstown's older homes. 

Why has she decided 
to renovate? "I fell through the 
porch twice, and figured it was 
time for a new one." 

She added that she 
feels that this is a historic area, 
and, "I would rather paint it 
every year than side it with 
aluminum." 
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World view: 
international adoption 
By KARLIE MARINO, 
CHRISTINE MARIS, 
CHRYSTIE CASSINO, 
LORENA DUQUE, and 
JAMIE SCHERER 

In an age when many 
Americans are choosing to 
adopt rather than have children 
of their own, for whatever 
reason, they are fmding that the 
process in the U.S. can be both 
extremely time-consuming and 
expensive. 

As a result, many are 
tumin~ to other sources to 
adopt a child. These sources 
include Japan, Korea, China, 
and Peru, among others. 
Adopting a child from one of 
these countries proves to be 
cheaper, and the process is 
often expedited, in comparison 
to adopting in this country. 

Adopting in Japan, for 
example, is less expensive than 
here, costing about $20,000 
U.S.It takes about nine months, 
and U.S. consular officers give 
consideration on a case-by-case 
basis. This ensures that the 
legal requirements of both 
countries are met, for the 
protection of the prospective 
adoptive parent(s), the 
biological parent(s), and the · 
child. 

In Korea, there are 
four different placing agencies: 
the Eastern Child Welfare 
Society, Holt Children's 
Services, Social Welfare 
Services, and Korean Social 
Services. These agencies 
maintain affiliate relationships 
with agencies across the U.S. 
and throughout the world. 

To adopt a Korean 
child costs about $14,700 U.S., 
but $1200 may be deducted 
from the cost if the American 
family travels to Korea to 
obtain the child. 

Parents wishing to 
adopt a child from Korea must 

be over 25 years of age and 
under 40. No singles are 
accepted. If the child is 
adopted, after his/her arrival in 
the U.S., a series of six at-home 
visits are performed by a U.S. 
agency. These results are sent 
back to the Korean agency, and 
are kept in the child's file. The 
child is not fully adopted until . 
he/she has lived in the U.S. for 
two years. 

Adopting a Chinese 
child costs about the same as in 
Korea, about $14,800. It takes 
anywhere from 12 to 14 
months, and one parent must be 
a citizen of the U.S. over30 
years of age and under 50. 

Anyone wishing to 
adopt can be either married or 
single. However, you may not 
adopt a child from China if you 
already have four children, have 
had more than two divorces, or 
have not been married for more 
than two years. The majority of 
children available from China 
are infant females, and there is 
never a waiting list. 

The least expensive of 
all international adoptions is 
that of a child from Peru. The 
cost varies between $5000 and 
$7000 U.S. This includes 
$4000 in Peruvian legal fees, 
payment of $1000 to the 
Oficina de Adopciones, and 
other Peruvian adoption costs 
of $1000. 

In order to begin the 
Peruvian adoption process , a 
request for an investigation 
with U.S. Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS) 
must be placed. This ensures 
that the prospective parents are 
healthy and have no criminal 
records: It takes anywhere 
from four to eight months to 
process adoption paperwork. 
This is the fastest of all the 
countries mentioned. Parents 
are expected to travel to Peru to 
obtain their child. 
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Calm down! 
A first-person narrative exploring stereotypes 

By LLOYD PRESTON 
TERRELL, JR. 

I hate stereotyping, 
but, sadly, stereotyping is all I 
know. Stereotyping causes me 
to act one way around one 
group of people and to act 
another way with a different 
group. It also causes others to 
do the same with me. Often, 
the only way to deal with the 
consequences of stereotyping is 
to just calm down. 

For Thanksgiving 
break, 1999, I came back home. 
For the previous few years, I 
had always missed this break 
because of my collegiate 
basketball career. This was my 
frrst time home for this holiday, 
and I was happy. I had kept in 
touch with my neighborhood 
peers since I had gone away to 
boarding school and college. 

I had never really hung 
out with them too much since 
then, but I always made it a 
point to say hi and converse 
briefly with them. During the 
summers, I would often see and 
compete with and against many 
of them in city-wide basketball 
tournaments and leagues. This 
Thanksgiving, I hung out with 
them. I had no idea that we 
stereotyped each other. 

· I grew up with all 
these guys in i:he ghetto. Their 
life was different from mine. 
They sold drugs, had guns, and 
lived below the poverty level, 
while I lived comfortably, 
thanks to my dad. 

I pulled up onto the 
block in my Acura Legend four
door sedan with my music 
blasting. As I hopped out of the 
car, I gave everybody five and 
was greeted respectfully by 
"Yo, that nigga Lloyd home. 
What up, Man?!" 

I responded casually, 

"Nothing, Man, just trying to 
maintain." 

I went into the liquor 
store and bought a 40-oz. of 
beer, a blunt, and a pack of 
black and mild; then I came out 
to drink, smoke, and chill. 

I was told about all the 
recent news, shootouts, fast 
girls, crime, etc. After rolling 
up and blazing, I was angered at 
a joke made by one of the guys: 
"Lloyd think he gangsta now, 
out on the block thugging it 
with us." 

I stayed calm and just 
smiled, but I was hurt. 

The next statement 
really got to me when the guy 
said, "Lloyd just like all them 
other rich niggaz in the hood. 
Leave, go to college and wanna 
be thugged out now. You think 
you hood now, Nigga? You 
ain't shit. You could get bodied 
just like the rest of us. That 40-
inch chain, pinky ring, Avirex 
jacket, car; I could take that, 
Nigga, you ain't gangsta. You 
just another rich-ass spoiled 
nigga from the hood. Matter of 
fact," as he pulled out his gun, 
"run dat!" 
Before I could respond, I heard 
a shot and saw the guy fall. 
Another guy who I grew up 
with had shot him. There was 

no time to think as everybody 
ran. 

I drove around for a 
while and continued to drink 
and smoke my blunt. My life 
had just been threatened and, 
like the car, my heart was 
racing. 

I eventually pulled 
over into the park to calm 
down. I felt really bad. I was 
seen as one way that I wasn't. 
Because of a stereotype, I was 
seen as a target. 

It didn't matter that to 
others • I was seen as a 
predator; to some of those I had 
grown up with, I was seen as 
prey. 

From this class, 
(COM200) when I look back at 
this incident, I see that I, too, 
was stereotyping my peers. Not 
as much as others, but I saw 
them as thugs and as young 
guys like myself. 

Some of the guys out 
there were poor, and some were 
rich. Some were educated, and 
some were not. I didn't 
perceive the truth, because I 
stereotyped everyone as kids 
from my hood. 

That is why, when I 
calmed down, I realized that 
stereotypes suck. 

Seniors: As soon as you receive the proofs of your 
yearbook portraits, select the pose you like best and 
return it to Thornton Studio. This ensures that your 
yearbook staff can meet its printing deadlines. 
Any other purchase you choose to make from the 
packet from Thornton, can be decided upon at your 
leisure. 
Please help your yearbook staff out by acting quickly. 
To order your yearbook, look for a mailing at home for 
information. 
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ito rial 
There should be a 

law that you can't drive out 
of your ow:ii state. 

I would be 
perfectly happy having to 
troll around New Jersey for 
the rest of my life if 
it meant that others would 
give me the same courtesy. 

Or, you should have 
to take a test before you can 
drive out-of-state. 

Scenario #1: I'm 
negotiating the. Netcong 
Circle on-Rts~ 46 and 206: 
The cars on the left have to 
yield, so I don't stop, I'm just 
going along when I get cut 
off and honked at by a blue 

Taurus. The plate: Pennsyl-
vania. 

Scenario#2: I'm on 
my way to work in 
Ledgewood. I'm at a light 
with a left-tum-only lane. 

I'm in the straight 
lane. Light turns green, I go, 
I get cut off by a guy in the 
left lane deciding to go 
straight. No blinker, just 
all of a sudden, a car on my 
left trying to merge in the 
p:Jjddle.;ofan interseotion ... , 
The.plate: Ohio. " -

Scenario #3: I'm 
going to a night class. With 
daylight savings time, it's 
already dark. I'm coming up 

lo ask a £?uestion, press one. 

For a free tria/, press &.g. 
To hear this record in9 q,Jqif), press fiJree... 

For rnore op+ioh.S, press -Pour. 

Church Street, and the guy in 
front of me blows through 
the first two stop signs. He 
stops at the street where 
there is no stop sign. 

The only reason this 
makes me laugh is because 
I'm behind him. The 
plate: Maryland. 

What is the problem 
with out-of-state drivers?· 

I know New Jersey 
drivers have our flaws, but at 

· reast,we'0all negotiate·our·
circtes'and]ug::,han<lles,:we 
pass on the left, and leave 
the left lane open for people 
doing 5 miles over the 
speed limit or more (unless 

lo speak +o an aCt-ual hqmcm ~eint;, hatlg 

Lip the phone, 3e+ in your car, and drive +o 

our Cusfomer Serv/ce Cenfer in Sou+h TXtkottt.. 
~~~F=or direcfions to South Da ko+a., press .f>ile. ··· 

~ 

~~=~;,, 

J 
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we're old, which is another 
story entirely). But 
for the most part we can get 
from point A to point B 
without any major 
hassles. And for that, my 
fellow New Jerseyans, I 
thank you. 

Amanda Sacco, co-
editor 
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EOF fashion student 
studies in the U 
By SCOTT MYERS 

A Centenary senior 
fashion major recently studied 
for an entire semester abroad at 
AIU (American Intercontinental 
University) in London. 

Rochelle Alexander 
described the institute as, 
"Basically a study abroad 
school for mainly American 
students." 

Alexander enrolled in 
four classes for two terms. "I 
took trim-forecasting, which 
deals with the companies that 
predict what colors will be 
popular the next season, Auto
CAD (computer-aided fashion 
design), elementary French, and 
History of Art." 

Asked how education 
in Europe differs from America, 
Alexander said, "The teachers 
are more directly involved in 
the industry over there; it is 
similar to FIT (Fashion Institute 
of Technology). 

"The classes were 
more diverse," she said. " We 
had students from around the 
globe. Fashion majors here are 
lazy compared to students 
there, who usually sketch at 
least twice as many drawings 
and pay more for fabric." 

Alexander said of the whole 
experience, "I got to travel! I 
went to castles and museums in 
England and went to Paris." 

She liked it so much 
she is going back to England 
this summer and visiting Spain 
as welL Alexander said, "I plan 
to always go back and visit. I 
am still in contact with one of 
my roommates; however, I want 
to travel to even more 
places in Europe." 

"I would like to thank 
Artise Reed, the director of .. 
EOF, and Chris Davies, the 
tutorial coordinator of EOF for 
helping me. EOF needs more 

funding, I had to almost 
literally pull teeth to get money. 
I had to front all the money for 
my fabric and then mail home 
the receipts to be reimbursed. I 
encourage other people, 
anyone, to study abroad for 
at least one semester. It teaches 
you that there is more than 
Centenary, or New Jersey, and 
that there are different ways of 
living. Plus, studying abroad is 
a great help with contacts in 
your desired industry. n 
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Internat'l students hosted 
All full-time 

Centenary students can 
attend 

Centenary Performing 
Arts Guild programs in 

the Little Theatre 
free of charge 

when they present their 
current student ID cards. 

Take advantage of campus 
cultural activities and 

become a 
more interesting 

person! 

By LAUREN RYAN 
Centenary College 

increases its number of 
international students every 
year. Many of them are here for 
10 moths at a time, in a new 
country, and almost halfway 
around the world from home. 

What do they do on 
the holidays, when other 
students leave campus for a 
break? Students have often 
stayed with host families. 

Arlene Young the 
international liaison for 
Centenary receives all kinds of 
offers and requests. The 
students are invited to dinners, 
weekends, family events, as 

-J-JARPER/ 
11 BA G_E_L __ 
B A K E & S I-I 0 1) 

Fresh 6 a I\ e cl Goods 0 a. i I y 

Dill & Pal Itarper 

(908) 852-8585 

2()5 Main Street 

llflcl\ettstow11, NJ 0781+0 

well as an invitation to stay at a 
home during college breaks. 

She has recently sent 
out a letter on the subject, and 
faculty and the community have 
responded nicely, Some 
students, in fact, are staying 
with faculty over Thanksgiving. 

Campus Life also tries to find 
students who will host our 
international classmates. In 
their next newsletter, they will 
have a special section encour
aging students to take that step 
and open up our culture to 
someone who is new to it. 

+ 
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A global village shows its 
thanks in similar ways 

ByMI-EUNLEE, 
JI-HYUNG YOO, and 
KYUNG-SOO NA 

It's a time of turkeys, stuffmg, 
and pumpkin pie, family 
gatherings and holiday parades. 
Obviously, it's Thanksgiving 
Day! 

Now, aren't you 
curious if other countries have 
some kind of Thanksgiving Day 
also? 

At Centenary College, 
there are international students 
from about 15 different 
countries, many of which have 
harvest festivals. 

Saba, an island in the 
Netherlands Antilles in the 
Leeward Islands, is a very 
interesting case. 

Saba's Thanksgiving 
Day is basically the same as 
America's. Thanksgiving Day 
in Saba, a one and half flight 
from Puerto Rico, is a time to 
offer thanks, to have family 
gatherings and holiday meals 
of turkey, ham, cranberry sauce 
and mashed potatoes. 

Wanda Hassell comes 
from Saba and is majoring in 
psychology and sociology, She 
plans to go a friend in 
Pennsylvania this Thanksgiving 
Day. 

China and Korea have 
a sort of similar harvest 
festival. 

In China they 
celebrate the 15th of the eighth 
month of the lunar calendar. So 
the date is changeable on our 
calendar. It is one of the most 
important festivals in China. 

Usually, families get 
together and have a big dinner. 
Also, if the weather is fme, 
they can enjoy watching the full 
moon. They bake special moon 
cakes. They also eat fishballs 
and meatballs. Why? Because 
the shapes are round, 
symbolizing the reunion of the 

family. It is a one-day festival. 
Korea has Chu-sok. 

Chu-sok is a time for rest, a 
time to go back to your 
family and roots. Chusok or the 
(Korean) Harvest Moon 
Festival is the longest national 
holiday in Korea. It lasts 
between three and five days. It 
falls on August 15 of the lunar 
calendar (same as China). 

Another name for 
Chu-sok is Hankawi . Han, 
meaning great and Kawi , 
meaning middle, a great day in 
the middle of the eighth month. 

At Chu-sok, Seoul 
becomes deserted, and the 
highway is clogged with 
people going down to the south 
and the coastal areas which 
there are their hometowns. 

Thinking of their 
ancestors, families visit 
ancestors' graves, offer thanks 
and clean the surrounding area 
for the coming winter. They 
offer freshly harvested crops 
and fruits to ancestors in a 
traditional, ritual way. 

It is a time to share 
foods with relatives, friends 
and neighbors. It is a time of 
giving and receiving and 
reaffmning family ties. 

On this day, many 
Koreans wear a traditional suit 
or Hanbok. and have Sonpyon. 
It's a rice cake stuffed with 
roasted sesame seeds, chestnuts, 
beans or honey. It is a half
moon or crescent-shaped and is 
traditionally steamed on pine 
needles. And Koreans have 
some games for Chu-sok. The 
most famous one is 
Ganggangsulae, which is 
dancing by beautifully dressed 
ladies and highly- spirited men, 
hand in hand, in a circle in 
celebration of the harvest in the 

shadows of the full moon. 
In the case of India, 

there is no Thanksgiving Day 
in American terms, but Indians 
have a little different festival 
with a sharing of food 
and thanking gods and 
goddess. Indians celebrate a 
festival called Diwali 
which means "fall oflighting." 
This festival is held according 
to the lunar calendar, so it 
happens on different days each 
year. 

Diwali, which honors 
the god Ganesh and the goddess 
Laxmi, is the biggest festival in 
India. During Diwali, they 
decorate houses with candles in 
all their rooms, verandas and 
lounges to welcome their 
relatives home. Also, they fry 
crackers, eat homemade sweets 
and play cards the whole night. 

Most people look 
forward to this holidays 
because not only they can enjoy 
their festival, but also they 
can vacation for 21 days. 
Meghna Gulati, a MBA student 
from India, misses having this 
festival in her country. 

It is interesting that 
some countries have similar 
festivals which can have quite 
different meanings. 

When you literally 
translate a Croatian holiday 
into English, then they also 
have Thanksgiving, but its full 
title is National Thanksgiving. 
On 
that day they remember all of 
those who gave their lives for 
their country, and thank 
everybody who participated in 
that war, especially to 
those who were injured. That 
day is Aug. 15, because on that 
day, six years ago, the Croatian 
anny liberated the last town 

from Serbian aggression in 
Croatia. Its name is Knin. That 
day is very sad for everybody in 
Croatia, but at the same time 
very happy, because now they 
have their own country. 

The only holiday 
during the year on which whole 
families gather together 
and have similar customs in 
Croatia like Thanksgiving in 
America is Christmas. 

Sierra Leone families 
also celebrate a Thanksgiving 
day called Tenile Dae. Taking 
place every Feb. 20, Tenile Dae 
came from the day the British 
did something as a prelude to 
independence . People in Sierra 

A 
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Leone thank God for giving 
them independence on that day. 

When celebrating 
Tenile Dae, the people eat local 
dishes like rice, salad, roast 
chicken and mangos. Their 
celebration includes praying, 
talking to each other , and a 
thanksgiving feast. 

On this day journalists explain 
the reason why Sierra Leone 
celebrates this day, on TV or 
radio. 

According to Victor 
Massaquoi, a communication 
major from Sierra Leone, 
on this day young people also 
enjoy playing on beach. 

happy 
Thanksgiving 
to everyone, 

from 
your 

Quill Staff 
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By SARAH EARLEY 

When I was five years old 
and starting school for the very 
f:rrst time, I cried for my mom 
well into the third week of 
school. I cried because I 
was scared of the unknown, 
afraid I would not make any 
friends, and desperately worried 
that I might fail. 

These same feelings 
came back to me on Sept. 5, 
2001, when I entered the fourth 
grade classroom for my very 
f:rrst day of student teaching. 

I suddenly became 
that same frightened kinder
gartener, but 16 years later, I 
realized I was too old to cry for 
my mom. 

For weeks before 
starting my student teaching, I 
was haunted by nightmares of 
enormous fourth graders with 
bad attitudes. 

I was pleasantly 
surprised, however, to be 
greeted by 19 smiling faces 
belonging to some of the nicest 
and most intelligent nine-year
olds I have ever met. They 
immediately made me feel like 
a part of their classroom and 
not like the outsider I thought I 
was. 

After surviving the 
f:rrst hump of introducing 
myself and becoming ac
quainted witlr the classroom 
situation, I realized I was not 
merely in the fourth grade to 
observe and make friends. I 
was sent to this classroom in 
order to apply what I have 

learned about teaching over the 
past three years of my college 
education. I was as eager as a 

' • 

child on Christmas morning to 
teach my f:rrst lesson to the 
fourth graders and even more 
eager to teach the next 20-
something lessons that would 
follow. 

I have heard a 
multitude of nightmare stories 
about student-teaching place
ments, but I cannot attest to any 
of them. 

Every aspect of my 
student teaching experience has 
been a positive one. My 
cooperating teacher, my 
supervisor, other faculty 
members, and most of all, my 
19 fourth-grade students have 
heightened my enthusiasm for 
teaching. 

In the beginning 
of my student teaching I 
worried that teaching might not 
be the right profession for me, 
but this experience has assured 
me that I have put the 
past three years of my life to 
good use. 

For every time I felt 
discouraged by numerous 
exams and research papers, I 
wish I could have fast-for
warded to this point in my 
educational career. If 
I had only known how reward
ing and exciting teaching was, I 
never would have doubted all of 
the time and money I had to 
invest in order to get to this 
point. After spending the past 
seven weeks in the fourth 
grade, I am 
absolutely certain that I want to 
be a teacher. 

SAC keeps 
By SCOTT MYERS 

October was an 
exciting month for the Student 
Activities Committee, or S.A.C. 

Homecoming weekend 
was a success, and Halloween 
was celebrated with fright 
week. The week-long 
celebration kicked off with a 
haunted house in the basement 
of Brotherton Hall. Pumpkin 
painting in the quad was held, 
along with The Roommate 
Rivalry Game in which two 
cruises to the Bahamas were 
won. A Halloween costume 
ball was held, followed by 

trick-or-treating on Halloween 
night. 

November plans to be just as 
exciting, with trips 
to the movies and a movie 
night. The second week of 
November will see Campus 
Wars, with a DJ and pool party 
to be held on the last day. A 
second S.A.C. dance will be 
held on Nov. 16, and a second 
paintballing trip, on Nov. 18. 
Lastly, on Nov. 28, S.A.C. has 
planned a 
trip to the historic Apollo 
Theatre, in Harlem. 
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Se zors.· 
Send your choice of 
yearbook pose to 
Thornton Studio as soon 
as you can, so your year
book can arrive as 

lanned by Commence
ment Day in May. 
Instructions are in your 

hoto packet. 
ny purchase you decide 

to make is unrelated to 
our selection of your 

yearbook portrait. Call 
Thornton 1-800-883-9449 
or questions. 

Dennis & Sadi Delaney 

FTD 
Teleflora 

1 0% discount with valid Centenary 10 Q fS 
f\.OW(I\).JY·WI-'IE 

Gifts - Balloons - Fruit B askers - Plants 
Silks- Weddings- Funerals- Gift Baskets 

121 Main Street 
Hackettstown, NJ 07840 

(908) 852-1617 
(800) 462-2412 
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Quill online soon and 
searching for printer 

After a long and 
leasant relationship with 
he Phillipsburg Free Press, 

e Quill is facin_g a printing 
ilemma, but also increasing 

'ts access to its readers. 
The Free Press is 

losing down its college 
ewspaper printing facility, 
nd The Quill is forced to 
ook elsewhere for a newspa
er-printing, or web press, 
utlet. 

We hope to be able 
o publish our December 
·ssue but have no guarantee 
hat that will be possible. 

be appearing for the first 
time on the college 
intranet. 

Freshman Com
munication major and 
computer whiz Rob 
Duncan is working his 
wizardry and, after 
consultations with faculty 
advisor Prof Debbie Lev, 
hopes to have, if not the 
complete text of The Quill 
online, then, initially, 
selected passages from it. 

ith (left) Karen Cubberly, her sister-in-law, Kristen Cubberly at her senior thesis art exhibition 

At the same time, 
our college newspaper will 

He will also be 
conferring soon with co
editors of The QUill, 
Amanda Sacco and Scott 
Myers. 

ast month, with one of her works behind them in Fe Buildino Photo: John Burke 

Oil Changes • Tune Ups • Shocks & Struts • Brakes " 
Exhaust Systems • General Dia_gJl{)stic Repairs 

10% DISCOUNT 
WITH .S1UbENT ID 

250. Main Street 
Hackettstown,'NJ 
07840 

908-852-4434 
Ted & Derrick SyPniewski 
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·HAMBURGERS 
·CHILI DOGS 
·SHAKES 
• ROOT BEER FLOATS 

·FAMOUS FRIED CHICKEN 
·SEAFOOD 

·RIBS 

All under one roof on M·ountain Ave. next to the river 

908-852-5552 
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ter colds.· 
ow to avoid thent 

Taking tests? Here's ow to 
control test-taking stress 

You can avoid the and then touches his or her 
cold of winter with shoes, nose or mouth inay be in for 

boot, hats and scarves, and a bout with the common Tests are one part of 

other winter gear. cold. These tips may help the stress in the lives of 

But you can avoid you avoid catching a cold: students. For some, nervous 

the common cold by • Wash your hands energy before a test is 

washing your hands! frequently, and keep them productive--it can motivate 
Even though winter away from your nose, and eliminate 

is prime time for a sniffle or mouth, and eyes. procrastinating. For others, 
two, the winter weather is •If possible, stay test anxiety is not a positive 
not to blame away from others who have 

· experience. 
The main culprit is a cold. Here are nine test-

the spread of germs by • Get adequate rest, taking hints which may help 
h ds and eat a well-balanced diet 

an · keep the pressure at a level 
A healthy person to keep your body strong. where stress can be useful 

Lw:..:..:h::.o::.....::...:to:....u:....c_h_es:.....:....:::ag_erm__:y:._su_rf_a_c_e ___________ __, and motivating: 

is anthrax? 
Most of us on 

campus have received an 
informative e-mail from the 
Human Resources office 
about what to look for in and 
how to handle mail in this 
time of a terrorist anthrax 
threat. 

We should also be 
aware of what anthrax is and 
how it affects people. 

• Anthrax is a disease 
caused by a type of bacteria 
called Bacillus anthracis. 

•The disease takes 
three different forms, 
depending on how the germ 
enters the body: 

cutaneous (through a 
cut or scrape on the skin), 

inhalation (breathed 
in), 

gastrointestinal 
(eaten). 

All forms of anthrax 
are quite rare in the U. S. 
But when one does occur, 
symptoms usually show up a 
day to a week after exposure. 

Here is a list of what 

these symptoms look like: 
nCutaneous: Starts 

out with a bump like a 
mosquito bite, usually on the 
hand, but within a few days, 
it turns into a painless, open 
sore with a tell-tale black 
center of dead tissue. 

.... Inhalation: At 
first, it feels like the 
common cold, but it can 
rapidly progress to severe 
pneumonia with difficulty 
breathing and shock. This 
form is usually fatal without 
treatment, but it is not 
contagious. 

••Gastrointestinal: 
Begins with loss of appetite, 
nausea, vomiting, and fever, 
and it progresses to vomiting 
of blood and severe diarrhea. 

The odds of 
contracting anthrax on 
campus are practically nil, 
but any students with 
questions are encouraged to 
contact the office of Health 
Services, in Seay Building, 
third floor, ext. 2206. 

1. Get a normal 
night's sleep the night before 
an exam. Pulling last-minute 
all-nighters is bound to be 
anxiety-producing, and your 
body may not be rested 
enough to fight the onset of 
panic. 

2. Eat a good 
breakfast or lunch before the 
test. Avoid sugar products 
(simple carbohydrates) 
which can lower your blood 
sugar level and produce 
symptoms such as dizziness, 
headaches, light-headedness, 
lack of concentration and 
anxiety. Whole grains 
(complex carbohydrates) and 
proteins can help stabilize 
your blood sugar chemistry. 

3. Stop studying an 
hour before the test: You 
probably will not learn 
anything more of use in one 
hour. Seeing something you 
don't know at the last minute 
could set off anxiety. Spend 
the last hour doing 
something unrelated to the 

exam. 
4. Do no talk about 

the test with other students 
once you get there. If need 
be, sit in a comer by 
yourself. Anxiety can be 
very contagious. Others may 
say something you forgot to 
study, and then you may 
forget what you did study. 

5. Do not bring your 
notes to the exam, unless, of 
course, it is an open-book 
exam. If you are tempted to 
review them before taking 
the test. However, if they 
provide some security for 
you, you can put them out of 
eyesight, under a chair, as a 
security blanket. 

6. Take a deep 
relaxing breath. During 
stressful situations, breathing 
becomes short and rapid. 
Deep breathing not only 
enriches the body's supply of 
oxygen, but also allows the 
mind an opportunity to 
forget about worries, even if 
only for a few minutes. 

7. Plan ahead. 
Figure out beforehand how 
much time you will need to 
study for the exam. Plan to 
bring whatever supplies for 
taking the test that you may 
need. By planning ahead, 
you may be able to alleviate 
a greater part of your test 
anxiety. 

8. Read the entire 
test through before starting. 
Then go back and prioritize 
the questions according to 

their importance to you and 
the grade. 

9. Read each 
question ca refully so that 
you know exac tly what the 
professor wants from you, 
rather than assume from a 
quick glance, what you think 
the question requires. 

~eniors: Return your choice of 
enior portrait to Thornton 
~tudio ASAP. Yearbook 
~eadlines depend on your 
promptness. Thanks 

111 went because they were 
affordable. 
I stayed 
because 
they're 
wonderful." 

1 fitstwent to Planned Parenthood 
because I really couldn't afford a 
gynecologist. I was nervous and didn't 
know what to expect. 

From my very first visit, I felt they 
sincerely cared about me. They took the 
time to know me and answered all my 
questions in plain talk. 

I also feel their medical staff is pro· 
fessional. knowledgeable and very up to 
date. They're extremely sensitive to a 
woman's spedal medical concerns, and 
everything is kept confidential. I'm glad 
they offer such a wide range of services. 

As far as I'm concerned, Planned 
Parenthood is like family and will always 
be an important part of my health care. 

Pl~nned Parenthood@> 
Of GRfATER NORTHERN NEW JERSEY 

www .planna:lp;orenlhoodnj.com 
f.ft\ail: ppgnnjCBeclipse.net 

Morristown-19& Speedwell Ave. 
Dover-30 North Morris St. 
Newton·8 Moran St. 
Phillipsburg-402 Coventry Dr. 
Flemington-14 Court St. 
Manville-203 South Main St. 

973-339-1364 
973-3&1-600& 
973-383-5218 
908-454-3000 
908-782-7727 
908-231-9230 

+ 
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Real Money 1 0 1 
A 45-minute 

interactive presentation 
that will have 

lifelong benefits 

To learn more about seminar schedules and other 
services, visit our web site at www.hesaa .. org. 

Higher Education 
Student Assistance 
Authority 

student loan assistance • money management 
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ni DiFranco fan beats ac sta e odds 

r v s ner etic p rformance • 

By ANNA BUCKLEY 
At 7 p.m., one hour to wander around and pretend I said, "Jesus has been here." Though Bitch cut staring like little zombies while 

before the Ani DiFranco was supposed to be there. I said, "Oh, click loose with her fiddle, and giving their full attention. I 
concert was scheduled to begin, Yep, I walked in like I here ... J'd like to see what Jesus Animal got down on her didn't sing along, either. For 
last month, Brookdale had built the place. is up to these days." bongos, their spoken word was the most part, Ani sounded 
Community College had still I saw several signs Daren clicked, and a aimed at shock value, and their . exactly as she sounds on CD, 
not opened the doors of the indicating where each room picture of a Denver church rhymes were parochial. They which is beautiful. 
gym to let the swarms of people was located. The first I sa,w popped up. I was excited, and nicely define the school of She mixed things up a 
in. And it was cold and windy. said "Bitch and Animal~s said, "Oh .. ,that's where I'm feminism that believes in little bit by stating, instead of 

Because the coneert . · Dressing Room," the second, from." deinstitutionalizing certain singing a few lyrics in 32 
had no official seating "Ani's Dressing Room," and the It turned out that terms that have been used to Flavors: For instance, she 
assignments, it was obvious that third, "Ani's Green Room." Daren is from Denver, too. Not oppress women, turning the stopped singing midsong to say, 
some had come hours earlier Both Bitch and only does he live in the same terms into expressions of "God help you if you are: an 
and were sitting on the ground·. Animal's (Ani's opening act part of the city, but he frequents endearment ugly girl; of course, 'to ~ pretty 
wrapped in blankets. ·I was and newest group signed to' her the same places and, even more Unfortunately, you is also your doom, cause 
surrounded by fresh-faced, label--Righteous Babe Records) bizarrely, knows a bunch of my cannot make something everyoJJ.e,barbors .a,seeret . 
dreadlocked, pierced-nosed and Anfs dressing room were friends ... and, oh, wait...it gets complimentary by using hatred for the prettiest girl in 
people waiting to hear Ani. · closed, but tlie Green Room better .. .lived in the same profanity and vulgarity ... which the room." 

After about a half doors were open. apartment building as I did. is exactly what they do. Before There is a huge sense 
hour, a man called for people I walked in to fmd two The world is so small, performing their Pussy of intimacy as she speaks to her 
with reserved tickets, and I boys sitting over a laptop and and we were both so excited Manifesto, Bitch slurred, "I audience. She does so as if 
followed him to the warmth of giggling at the pictures they bad that we actually bugged. I felt don't know about you girls, but everyone isn't there to see her 
a much, much shorter line. found. I sat down, pulled out so comfortable with the I'm sick of my genitals being and hasn't heard the music and 

My pass indicated that my notebook and began to situation that I didn't even get used as an insult." hasn't memorized the lyrics. 
I was allowed in front of the make pleasant chit chat, for I nervous when Ani DiFranco Well, Bitch ... me, too ... She shakes her little butt all 
barrier that separated the flrst believed them to be on the sly, walked into the room, and I but I think that "employing my over the stage, and it's not 
row from the stage, but I was like me. spoke to her. My conversation ·pussy," is not the solution. showy, and it's not 
told no one was allowed in the One, who introduced lasted for about one and a half Even worse, was the dildo song. choreographed. 
backstage area. himself as Daren, looked very minutes, of which all I After Bitch and She bas amazing 

This didn't suit my familiar. Both were extremely remember is the fact that I did Animal made their exit, I energy and seems to pass that 
plan, because I had every welcoming and friendly, asking not become a babbling fan lowered my eyebrow and on to the hungry audience as 
intention of not only meeting questions about school and oozing love out of every pore waited to bear Ani. There was a the show moves along. 
Ani DiFranco, but also handing even letting me check my e- (Hooray!) . Nope, instead, I 1 0-minute break before she Her set consists of 
her some writing I'd done. mail. just said what I bad to say and came on. The lights went out, songs mostly from Not a Pretty 

Unfortunately, ·security I had received my marveled at how itsy bitsy Ani and before they carne up, Ani Girl and Reveling/Reckoning, 
was tight, and I was a big midterm from Dr. Holt for my is. Even with platform shoes was on stage beginning Ain't but very little of her earliest 
photojournalist fraud. Senior Seminar class, which I on, I could still see the top of That The Way. It's evident that albums or Up, Up, Up ... and To 

There were about flve showed them and vented about her dreadlocks. she runs her show as if she's the Teeth. 
other photographers setting up The Anatomy of Criticism. She and Daren left, playing in a bar. After the song No one really seems to 
professional-looking cameras It didn't take l0ng for and I took my place to take bas ended, she says, "I don't mind, and as she gives her 
with really long lenses onto me to realize that they were, in pictures of the performance. know what to say ... um ... so I "perfunctory inspirational 
their tripods. fact, with the band, not just Bitch and Animal bad· guess I1l play another folk speech," the audience gives a 

I was asked for my trying to meet Ani DiFranco. a decent reception. The band song." validating outpouring of 
photo pass several times while I came to this consists of two women. One, The music for Done adoration. 
camped with my "equipment," conclusion when Bitch and Bitch, is an overtly sexual, Wrong begins, and I notice that After two hours of her 
consisting of a blue spiral Animal entered the room and Rubinesque woman with poor she acts out the lyrics rather playing, no one seemed to want 
notebook and little silver asked them for a certain kind of fashion sense: pink, felt cowgirl dramatically. Her face is the concert to end, so it kept 
camera. tape, and Daren told her that hat and big attitude. extremely animated as her little· going. Ani wrapped things up 

After scoping out the he'd seen Ani with it a little The other, Animal, is fmger picks move like lightning. and went on her way, leaving 
scene, I couldn't help notice that • earlier. much smaller than Bitch, over her guitar strings. I notice behind a satisfied audience and 
no one was actually dictating The three of us sat sporting androgyny, Elvis that the majority of Ani's a show worth seeing. 
who could or could not enter over the laptop for a few more Costello glasses, and a audience isn't singing along. (See photos, next page.) 
the backstage area, so I decided minutes when I saw an icon that mohawk. Instead, most people stood, 
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A search for roots and a curiosity 
beyond thetn, poet's subjects 
By DEIRDRE BOOYOS 

The Poetry of Place was the 
poetry reading by poet and 
lecturer Vivian Shipley on Oct. 
22 in Brotherton Hall. 

Shipley explained 
how place has always been 
important to her. Growing up 
in Kentucky, she explained, she 
was ashamed of her roots; she 
lived in a dirty house with no 
indoor plumbing and dreamed 
of escaping her surroundings. 

· "I'm from Kentucky, 
but I wore shoes for this 
occasion," she quipped. 

She then said that it is 
important for people to explore 
their own background, to find 
pride in it and to celebrate it, 
which is the reason for her 
success. Shipley is currently a 
Professor of English at Co:IJ.
necticut State University and 
the editor of the award-winning 
Connecticut Review. 

Shipley also said she was 
drawn to the lives of people 
who have been silenced and to 
those who have endured 
poverty. 

When she read a 
poem she had dedicated to a 

Russian poet, she explained that 
she didn't travel to Russia to 
see the concentration camp 
where he had been held and 
executed; however, she 
did extensive research on those 
camps and felt she had authenti
cally captured what he had 
endured. 

Another poem, called 
"Cormorant in the Tree," is 
about a bird, the cormorant, 
which is an actual glutton and 
fishes incessantly in a plunge, 
rise, plunge, rise fashion. It 
can be found in the same waters 
Flight 800 crashed into. The 
site. is visited every year on the 
anniversary of the crash 
by family members of the 
victims. 

After the reading, 
which lasted about an hour, the 
floor was opened for 

Q & A., when it was revealed 
that Shipley, who wrote an 
entire book of poems dedicated 
to fishing, was not a 
fisherperson herself. 

"I've never fished 
in my life," she said, "I hate 
earthworms. When I was 
growing up in Kentud .. -y 
my sister would throw them at 
me and tease me with them, I 
would never touch 
one." 

The book was written 
purely through research with no 
bands-on knowledge 
of the subject. 

After the Q& A, 
Shipley conducted a workshop 
for Professor Bryon Grigsby's 
Shakespeare class and Professor 
Lutsky's Writing for Publica
tion; Poetry and Fiction class. 
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Behind the scenes 
atCPAG 
By RYAN ROSS 

I met with Carl 
Wallnau and came up with 
some ideas for the concept of 
the show. We sat for about a 
half hour and bounced ideas off 
of one another and 
eventually came up with what 
he and I thought would be 
acceptable and 
possible with our budget. 
10/16 

After sitting through 
auditions I talked with the 
director about the people 
that I saw as having certain 
rolls. Some of the choices were 
obviously more difficult than 
others, but some of them 
became very clear during the 
auditions. 
10/23 

My work on my design 
has begun and I am very 
excited about getting to see 
this show on stage. I showed 
my frrst draft to the director at 
the frrst-read through of the 
show tonight and she like~ it 
but made a few changes in 

the design ... back to the 
drawing board. I'm finding that 
although designing 
this show is challenging, I'm 
fmding that hunting down the 
set pieces that 
can't be made is more challeng
ing than actually building the 
ones that I can. 
10/30 

The set for "While the 
Sun Shines" was removed by 
myself and Paul (my partner in 
crime) today.whileJbedesigner 
for that show helped us.. I now 
bav~ a clear stage to work with 
;md bring in the staging pieces 
that I do have. Finding the 
pieces that I need for props and 
other such oddities is 
proving to be very taxing on 
me. Thanksgiving weekend is 
going to be VERY busy for me 
trying to put together last 
minute items and searching out 
those ever-elusive prop items 
that I need ... like a steering 
wheel. ... bmmm. 
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Paint ball 

By TIM SANFRATELLO 

Centenary's Paintball 
Club went 5-0 in its fl.rst day 
out on the fl.eld, sending a team 
of 12 players to Paintball Depot 
in Ledgewood on Saturday, 
October 28. The team defeated 
a group from Rutgers in 5 
consecutive games to take the 
field. 

Strong offensive 
attacks and well-thought-out 
strategy was the key to the 
pelting of the State University. 

Every win was 
followed by the Turkey Call 
including the shutout in the 
fmal contest of Capture the 
Flag. 

Men's 
Soccer 
stands 
tall in 
tough 
season 
By TIM SANFRATELLO 

The 2001 season, one 

that lacked much promise in the 
beginning, got much better with 
a win over SUNY-Hunter 3-2 
on Tim Sanfratello's game-

By TIM SANFRATELLO 

The 2001 Centenary 
Lacrosse Team made an 
impressive showing at the 
Montclair Fall Lax Tournament 
in October. The team 
played hard against a tough 
Richard Stockton University 
and defeated Montclair to take 
home a 1-1 effort. 

This year's team has 
many new additions to the 
team. First is Head Coach Dave 
Carti. He comes to us from 
FDU and has much experience 
and knowledge to prepare 
and lead the team in the spring. 
The team has 7 new players and 
is set to make a run for the 
ECAC's and NCAA's this year. 

winning penalty shot. The 
men's soccer team's young 
players have improved with 
every game 
and ended the season with 
many tough, close matches. 

The team's biggest 
surprises were Zach Sayre, 
Steve Olsyn, and Kyle 
Roe, who helped out and made 
significant contributions on the 
field. Senior Captain Chris 
Guenther anchored the defense 
this season ,saying, " We fought 
hard in every game and kept us 
in every game with a chance to 
win." 

Coach Stewart Smith 
in his ftrst season added, " The 
guys played well and improved 
this season every game." 

Senior Captain 

Sanfratello says, "Coach Smith 
did a great job helping the team 
improve every day, and the 
guys hung in there for the entire 
season. I'm proud of everyone." 
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-goal Conference and na-

By TIM SANFRATELLO 

The women's soccer 
team did well with lots of 
young talent to compile a 7-11 
record. 

Tough injuries to key 
players Tyisha Martinez and 
Danielle Bonas were losses of 
key veterans to the team. Junior 
Jenn Hughes once again 
together a fme season, 
compiling 16 goals and 34 
points to lead the team in both 
categories. These numbers may 
well earn Jenn a 3rd 
consecutive All-American 
nomination. 

The women's volley
ball team ended the season with 
a 2-14 record. Although the 
record wasn't up to expecta
tions, the team had several 
players get national and 
conference recognition. 

Among the top 
numbers on the Division III 
leader boards, Centenary's 
Nikola Henner and Chrystie 
Cassino finished 6th and 13th in 
the nation in average digs per 

game, and Jamie Tamacki was 
among the top 30 in the nation 
in aces. 

The Centenary team 
placed 28th in Division HI in 
digs per game as a team. 
The biggest accomplishment of 
the 2001 team was Nikola 
Henner's Second Team
Honorable Mention to the 
WIAC Conference All-Star 
Team. 

Looking back at cainpus life 

Helene Lorenz, president of Sigma 
Tau Delta, the English honor society 
that hosted a Haunted House for 
Holloween. 
Photo: John Burke 

Send in the clown; in this case, 
Thomas Kleczka, doing his 
part for Sigma Tau Delta. 
Photo; John Burke 
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